Some things I found so far that help with BCX & WinCe. I will revise this when I find out more.

My WinCE & BCX Do's and Don'ts.


Do's:
1) Use  wcs or _T generic versions of functions in c code, the BCX2unicode translator does this for you.

2) Use $ONEXIT "C:\BCX\WinCe\XLator\BCX2unicode.EXE C:\BCX\WinCe\ccode.cpp" (use your file Path & name) at the top of your program to automatically run the BCX2unicode translator.

3) Use TCHAR instead of char in your code, it makes it unicode compliant even if you don't use unicode. the BCX2unicode translator does this for you.
C will automatically change TCHAR to char if Unicode is not defined, and TCHAR to wchar_t if  Unicode is defined.

4) Kevin changed to sizeof in function BCX_TmpStr (size_t Bites)

5) Several flags are not available in WinCe, check them in API.

6) Certain functions do not work properly in wcsXXX: 
i.e. Val macro in BCX emits " dRet =strtod(a); " in C, 
but in unicode should be " dRet = wcstod( a, &stopstring );"
I guess this would also be needed if you convert a string using CDbl. but not needed if from integer, or single.

I have put together a few functions as examples, use at your own risk but let me know if you find more or any bugs. 
They are in CEFunctions.bas

If you use the PPC PopUp Keyboard - use SHCMBF_EMPTYBAR with CreateMenuBarCE  for an empty Start Menu with Keyboard!! See my PPCOnlyfunctions.bas file.

Don'ts:
Windows CE does not support stand-alone menu bars. The hMenu parameter must be NULL, unless it is used as a child-window identifier

eVC does not seem to let you programmatically use resources, you must give it a proper .rc file

CreateFont - use CreateFontIndirect  with LOGFONT structure, i.e. use the MakeFontExCE in CEFunctions.bas instead.

ICC_WIN95_CLASSES will Not show the tabbed pages in WinCe, Use ICC_TAB_CLASSES instead.


Maybe's
These I'm not sure about:

I use BCX2unicode translator after BCX does it's thing. It converts many of the strxxx functions to wcsxxx and changes unsupported keywords,flags etc. to nearest equivalent. Add other changes to Ascii to Unicode Readme.rtf as neccessary.

Only WS_Visible seems to work properly (or maybe I don't understand something) with CreateWindow. 
WS_Caption disables the X close button.


Unsupported functions, structures and flags in WinCe

Unsupported				Use this instead

RegisterClassEx,  			use RegisterClass

WNDCLASSEX,  			use WNDCLASS - cbSize & hIconSm not supported, just delete them
CreateFont -		 		use CreateFontIndirect  with LOGFONT structure

SW_NORMAL			use SW_SHOWNORMAL or SW_SHOW (for 1st time)

WS_EX_CONTROLPARENT	use WS_EX_CLIENTEDGE or WS_EX_STATICEDGE or 0 , at least you don't get an error??
 
ICC_WIN95_CLASSES		use  ICC_TAB_CLASSES 

ICC_INTERNET_CLASSES		use  ICC_TAB_CLASSES if any


others unsupported flags are already in the Ascii to Unicode Readme.rtf

Using QTab:

A great program, because of limited screen space on a WinCe device I use it quite a lot. It gives me all the Event Loops and other stuff without me having to manually type it all in.

Some Things to watch out for:

In CreateMainTabControl
hInst defined as HWND should be HINSTANCE
hFontTab  defined as HWND should be  HFONT  

In TabPageHolderWndProc
hInst defined as HWND should be HINSTANCE
?? hFontCtl is correct HFONT??

Again: don't use CreateFont - use CreateFontIndirect  with LOGFONT structure, see the MakeFontExCE in CEFunctions.bas instead.

Most of the Window sizes and position were giving me problems, see the demo TabTestCE
Remember to use the Menu_Height (20) for top and Task Bar(20) on the bottom and Tab height, makes things alot easier.

In CreateMainTabControl  in the For loop creating the individual page at the bottom of the function change hwnd (of the Main program) to the hMainTab(of the TabbedPage), otherwise the pages will be create on the MainTabPage rather than in the individual tabs.

QTab automatically uses ICC_WIN95_CLASSES & ICC_INTERNET_CLASSES in the WinMain, remember to use ICC_TAB_CLASSES instead.

QTab does not automatically add the WS_VSCROLL to Comboboxes, or I disabled that when I made the controls? 
P.S. In eVC the combobox is 18 pixels high but the height of the dropdown box is what you need to specify when you create the combobox!


Using Comm Ports:
See Comm Ports Notes

Listview control:
I had little trouble using this control until I figured it’s workings. 

Thanks to Kevin Diggins, Garvan O’Keefe, Mike Henning and everyone else that has helped me with my questions etc.

Regards
Ian
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